Sufficiently massive growing giant planets have circumplanetary disks, and the capture of solid bodies by the disks would likely influence the growth of the planets and formation of satellite systems around them. In addition to dust particles that are supplied to the disk with inflowing gas, recent studies suggest the importance of capture of planetesimals whose motion is decoupled from the gas, but orbital evolution of captured bodies in circumplanetary gas disks has not been studied in detail. In the present work, using three-body orbital integration and analytic calculations, we examine orbital characteristics and subsequent dynamical evolution of planetesimals captured by gas drag from circumplanetary gas disks. We find that the semi-major axes of the planet-centered orbits of planetesimals at the time of permanent capture are smaller than about one third of the planet's Hill radius in most cases. Typically, captured bodies rapidly spiral into the planet, and the rate of the orbital decay is faster for the retrograde orbits due to the strong headwind from the circumplanetary gas. When a planetesimal captured into a retrograde orbit suffers from sufficiently strong gas drag before spiraling into the planet, its orbit turns to the prograde direction at a radial location that can be explained using the Stokes number. We also find that those captured into certain types of orbits can survive for a long period of time even under gas drag both in the prograde and retrograde cases, which may be important for the origin of irregular satellites of giant planets.
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INTRODUCTION
Giant planets grow by accreting gas from the surrounding nebula gas, and they have circumplanetary disks when they grow sufficiently massive. Capture of solid bodies by the circumplanetary gas disks is important for the growth of the planets and the formation of satellite systems around them. As for the building blocks of regular satellites, in addition to dust particles that are supplied to the disk with inflowing gas (e.g., Canup & Ward 2002) , capture of planetesimals whose motion is decoupled from the gas would also be important (Estrada et al. 2009; Fujita et al. 2013) . Fujita et al. (2013) obtained rates of capture of such large planetesimals by gas drag from circumplanetary gas disks. Assuming axisymmetric circumplanetary gas disks, they performed analytic calculation and three-body orbital integration for planetesimals under gas drag, and found that a growing giant planet embedded in the protoplanetary disk with uniform radial distribution of planetesimals can capture planetesimals with sizes depending on the strength of gas drag. More recently, Tanigawa et al. (2014) further investigated capture of planetesimals by taking account of results of hydrodynamic simulations of gas flow around a growing giant planet, and found that capture rates have a peak for planetesimals with a certain range of sizes.
While Fujita et al. (2013) focused on the capture processes of planetesimals by circumplanetary gas disks, orbital evolution of captured planetesimals is also important in studying various influences of captured bodies on the formation and evolution of satellite systems. For example, their orbital evolution in the disk would likely affect the radial distribution of solid bodies in the circumplanetary disk, which would be related to the location and timescale of satellite formation. While three-body gravitational interaction has been proposed as a promising mechanism for capture of irregular satellites of giant planets (e.g., Nesvorný et al. 2007 Nesvorný et al. , 2014 , capture by gas drag from circumplanetary gas disks may also have played a role (e.g., Pollack et al. 1979; Ćuk & Burns 2004) . Furthermore, collision of captured planetesimals may have influenced surface evolution of regular satellites (Bottke et al. 2013) , and dust generated by collision between captured planetesimals could be observed around extrasolar planets (Kennedy & Wyatt 2011) .
Such influences of captured bodies on the planet and the satellite system largely depend on the radial location of capture, which affects the strength of gas drag and lifetime of captured bodies in the disk. In their analytic calculation, Fujita et al. (2013) considered capture of planetesimals by a single encounter with the planet under relatively strong gas drag, and obtained a critical radial distance from the planet within which planetesimals are captured. For example, large bodies under relatively weak gas drag can be captured only in the vicinity of the planet where the gas density in the disk is higher, and they spiral into the planet rather quickly after the capture due to the strong gas drag. However, in the case of bodies captured into such orbits that keep a certain distance from the planet, they may stay in the disk for a longer period of time. Suetsugu et al. (2011) and Suetsugu & Ohtsuki (2013) examined temporary capture of planetesimals by a planet and found that there are four kinds of long-lived capture orbits, but they did not take account of gas drag. Although those planetesimals that experience a significant period of temporary capture before becoming permanently captured may have been included in the calculations of Fujita et al. (2013) , they did not examine orbital evolution of captured planetesimals in detail.
In the present work, as an extension of the work by Fujita et al. (2013) , we will examine orbital evolution of captured planetesimals in circumplanetary gas disks. As in Fujita et al., we will focus on large planetesimals that are decoupled from the gas flow accreting onto the planet. In Section 2, we describe our model and numerical methods. In Section 3, we examine distribution of orbital elements of planetesimals immediately after they become permanently captured. We then examine orbital evolution of captured bodies by showing some examples in typical cases in Section 4. Section 5 presents examples of long-lived orbits in the circumplanetary gas disk. In Section 6, we show that orbital evolution of captured planetesimals can be divided into a couple of stages in terms of their Stokes number, and examine timescales of orbital evolution. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
THE MODEL

Equations of Motion
We consider the three-body problem for the Sun (mass M ⊙ ), a planet (M), and a planetesimal (m s ), and assume that the planet has a circumplanetary gas disk (Fujita et al. 2013 ). In a local, rectangular and rotating coordinate system centered on the planet, the equations of motion are given by (Nakazawa et al. 1989; Ohtsuki 2012) 
In the above, Ω is the planet's orbital angular frequency, and R = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 is the distance between the centers of the planet and the planetesimal. a drag ≡ F drag /m s is the acceleration due to the gas drag force F drag given by
where C D is the drag coefficient (we assume C D = 1), r s is the radius of the planetesimal, ρ gas is the gas density, and u = |u| is the velocity of the planetesimal relative to the gas. We scale the distance by mutual Hill radius r H ≡ ah
and a is the semimajor axis of the planet) and time by Ω −1 . Then, we can express the above equation of motion in a non-dimensional form as
where tildes denote non-dimensional quantities (Tanigawa & Ohtsuki 2010; Fujita et al. 2013 ). The non-dimensional acceleration due to gas drag,ã drag , can be described as
where ρ s is the internal density of the planetesimal.
Disk Structure
Results of recent high-resolution hydrodynamic simulations show that the circumplanetary disk can be approximated to be axisymmetric in the vicinity of the planet (e.g., Machida et al. 2008; Tanigawa et al. 2012) . In the present work, we assume an axisymmetric thin circumplanetary disk, as in Fujita et al. (2013) . We also assume that the radial distribution of the gas density is given by a power law, and that the disk is vertically isothermal. Under these assumptions, the gas density can be written as
where h = c s /Ω K is the scale hight of the circumplanetary disk (Ω K is the Keplerian orbital angular frequency around the planet), and
are the gas surface density and the sound velocity, respectively, with r = x 2 + y 2 being the horizontal distance from the planet in the mid-plane. In the above, r d ≡ dr H is a typical length scale roughly corresponding to the effective size of the circumplanetary disk, and c d is the sound speed there. We set d = 0.2, and p = 3/2 based on results of hydrodynamic simulation (Machida et al. 2008; Tanigawa et al. 2012) , and also assume q = 1/2 (Fujita et al. 2013 ). The gas velocity can be written as
where v K is the Keplerian velocity around the planet, and η is a small quantity that depends on the radial pressure gradient; using Equations (5) and (6), η can be written as (Tanaka et al. 2002 )
Although we have defined the effective size of the circumplanetary disk r d in the above, we turn on gas drag when planetesimals enter within the planet's Hill sphere in order to avoid effects of artificial cutoff at r = r d . Since ρ gas decreases sharply with increasing r, gas drag is significant only in the inner part of the disk and negligible in the outer region.
Gas Drag Parameter ζ
When the gas density is given by Equation (5), Equation (4) can be rewritten as (Fujita et al. 2013 
where
11/4, and ζ is the non-dimensional parameter representing the strength of gas drag defined
1 Note that the value of Σ d = 1gcm −2 gives Σ ≃ 10 2 gcm −2 at r ≃ 10 −2 r H , which is within the range of the surface density values at the radial location of the Galilean satellites in the gas-starved disk model (Canup & Ward 2002 ).
We seth d = 0.06 in the present work (Tanigawa et al. 2012; Fujita et al. 2013 ). The functional form of ζ is similar to the inverse of the Stokes number; the Stokes number at r = r d in the disk mid-plane can be written as
In this paper, we examine capture processes and orbital evolution of planetesimals that are large enough to be decoupled from the inflowing gas. Thus, we will consider the case of St ≫ 1 at r = r d (i.e., ζ ≪ 1). When C D and ρ s are given, ζ can be determined as a function of the gas surface density of the circumplanetary disk at r = r d and the planetesimal size r s (Fujita et al. 2013 ).
Energy Dissipation Due to Gas Drag and Capture Radius
We perform orbital integration of planetesimals with various initial orbital elements by numerically solving Equation (3), using the eighth-order Runge-Kutta integrator (Ohtsuki 1993; Ohtsuki & Ida 1998) . Initial heliocentric orbits of planetesimals are defined by the eccentricity (e), inclination (i), semimajor axis difference between the planet and a planetesimal (b), and horizontal and vertical phase angles τ and ω, respectively (see Fujita et al. (2013) for a detailed description of numerical methods). The initial energy of a planetesimal on the Hill coordinate system is given by (Nakazawa et al. 1989 )
where e H ≡ e/h H , i H ≡ i/h H , and b H ≡ b/r H . The energy of planetesimals decreases by gas drag from the circumplanetary disk, and they become captured when the energy becomes negative within the planet's Hill sphere.
The amount of energy dissipation due to gas drag during the closest approach to the planet (∆Ẽ) can be approximately written as (Tanigawa & Ohtsuki 2010; Fujita et al. 2013 )
wherel (∼ fr min ; f is a correction factor of order unity) is the path length of the orbit near the point of the closest approach. If planetesimals' random velocity is large enough to neglect gravitational interaction with the planet, their velocity relative to the planet when they pass through the vicinity of the planet can be approximately given by (Nakazawa et al.
the other hand, when the random velocity is small, the orbit in the vicinity of the planet can be approximated by a parabola.
Using ∆Ẽ andṽ ∞ , Fujita et al. (2013) obtained the following analytic expressions for the amount of energy dissipation:
where f pro , f retro , and f ran are correction factors of order unity. Fujita et al. (2013) defined the capture radius by the distance from the planet where the energy dissipation ∆Ẽ equals the initial energyẼ of a planetesimal (see also Tanigawa & Ohtsuki 2010), and obtained expressions for the capture radii for the above three cases:
By combining these results, Fujita et al. obtained analytic expressions for the capture radii for the prograde and retrograde cases as
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF PLANETESIMALS IMMEDIATELY AFTER PERMANENTLY CAPTURED
Here we examine orbital elements of planet-centered orbits of planetesimals immediately after becoming permanently captured by gas drag from the circumplanetary disk. First, we focus on the case of planetesimals that are captured via a single encounter with the disk due to strong gas drag. Figure 1 shows various quantities at the time of capture as functions of the minimum approach distance to the planetr min ; total amount of energy dissipated before capture (∆Ẽ), semi-major axis of planet-centered orbits scaled by the planet's Hill radius (a p /r H ) and their eccentricity (e p ). In the cases shown here, planetesimals have zero orbital inclinations initially (i.e., i H = 0), and cases with two different values of the gas drag parameter are shown in each panel. These values of ζ roughly correspond to planetesimals with sizes 1m and 1km, respectively, if we assume Σ d = 1gcm −2 in Equation (10). The amount of dissipated energy shown in the upper panels can also be regarded as the amount of initial energyẼ, because we are focusing on orbits immediately after permanently captured (i.e.,Ẽ is negative but very close to zero at the time of permanent capture). For a given pair of orbital eccentricity and inclination, the initial energy is given by Equation in the case of ζ = 3 × 10 −7 ; planetesimals with weak gas drag (e.g., large planetesimals for a given gas density) can become captured only in the vicinity of the planet, where gas density is sufficiently high. We find that the capture radius for the prograde orbits obtained numerically in this way roughly agree with the analytic estimates, while the numerically estimated capture radius in the retrograde case is somewhat smaller than the analytic ones.
The semi-major axes of planet-centered orbits at the time of capture in the case of e H = 0.5 distribute in a rather narrow region withã p ≃ 0.3 − 0.35, while the distribution extends further into small values in the case of e H = 5. In most cases, orbital eccentricities at the time of capture are close to unity.
As shown in Figure 1 , the distribution of orbital elements varies depending on the gas drag parameter and the initial eccentricity of heliocentric orbits. However, one feature in common in all the cases shown here is that there is a maximum value ofã p ≃ 0.35 at the time of capture. This value can be analytically obtained as follows. In typical cases, planetesimals become captured when they enter the inner region of the disk and experience sufficient energy dissipation. In this case, owing to the proximity to the planet, we can neglect the tidal potential and the effect of the rotation of the coordinate system, and adopt the two-body approximation. Then, the sum of the kinetic energy and the mutual gravitational potential in Equation (12) can be replaced by −3/(2ã p ), having E ≃ −3/(2ã p ) + (9/2). Using this expression, the condition for capture,Ẽ < 0, can be rewritten asã p < 1/3. This shows that the semi-major axes of captured planetesimals satisfy a p < r H /3 if the capture is caused by energy dissipation in the vicinity of the planet.
In the above analytic estimate we neglected the effects of tidal force and the rotation of the coordinate system, which becomes non-negligible for capture at radial locations close to the Hill radius. Thus, the above analytic estimate is only an approximate one, but it seems to explain our numerical results quite well.
On the other hand, Figure 2 shows the case of capture after multiple encounters with the planet. Orbits in this case typically show rather chaotic behavior. Also, energy dissipation due to gas drag during such multiple encounters facilitates capture at distant locations where the gas density is lower. As a result, capture in this case often takes place exterior to the analytically-derived capture radius both in the prograde and retrograde Suetsugu et al. 2011) . In some cases, the direction of orbital motion about the planet changes from retrograde to prograde due to the effect of gas drag; this will be discussed in detail using the Stokes number in Section 6.1. We also notice in Figure 2 (a) that, in the case of relatively weak gas drag with ζ = 3 × 10 −7 , there are a significant number of retrograde capture orbits with larger min ( 0.02) at ∆Ẽ = 2 − 4. Planetesimals on these orbits become captured without passing through the dense part of the circumplanetary gas disk, and some of them stay within the disk for a long time. We will examine such long-lived orbits in Section 5.
EXAMPLES OF ORBITAL BEHAVIOR OF CAPTURED PLANETESIMALS
Figures 3 and 4 show orbital behavior and time variation of physical quantities for the case where capture takes place by strong gas drag at a single encounter with the circumplanetary disk. Collision with the central planet is not taken into account in order to focus on orbital evolution due to gas drag. Figure 3 shows the case of capture in the prograde direction. Eccentricities of planet-centered orbits immediately after the capture are rather large, and the radial distance from the planet oscillates in a wide range of 0.01 R 0.1. Every time the planetesimal passes the pericenter, it undergoes strong gas drag that results in rapid decrease in kinetic energy and semi-major axis, while keeping the pericenter distance nearly unchanged. The eccentricity also decreases due to gas drag, and the orbit is circularized rather quickly. With decreasing eccentricity, the relative velocity between the planetesimal and the surrounding gas also decreases; thus the rates of decrease in energy and semi-major axis are reduced at e p 0.2. Afterwards, eccentricities further decrease first, followed by gradual decrease in semi-major axes (Adachi et al. 1976 ). Every time the planetesimal passes the pericenter, the eccentricity also decrease significantly.
When e p 0.2, the apocenter becomes sufficiently close to the planet for the planetesimal to suffer from strong gas drag for the whole orbit, thus it spirals into the planet in a short timescale. Figure 5 shows a blow-up of Figure 4 (b), where we can see that the direction of orbital motion is changed due to the strong headwind. The change of the orbital direction can be confirmed from the change of the orbital angular momentum (Figure 4(c) ), and the rapid increase of the orbital eccentricity att ≃ 4.81 corresponds to this sudden turn. We will discuss the radial distance for such a change of orbital direction in Section 6.
There are many other types of capture orbits, especially in the three-dimensional case with non-zero orbital inclinations. In the three-dimensional case, capture by gas drag becomes difficult, because planetesimals penetrate the disk nearly vertically and the duration of interaction with the gas disk becomes short (Fujita et al. 2013) . Orbital inclinations of captured bodies decrease due to gas drag. In the above, we have shown an example of the change of the orbital direction from a retrograde orbit to a prograde one in the mid-plane of the circumplanetary disk. Figure 6 shows a case of the change of orbital direction due to gas drag for a body on an off-plane orbit (see alsoĆuk & Burns 2004). In this case, the body undergoes strong gas drag every time it penetrates the inner dense part of the disk, which causes gradual decrease of the orbital inclination. The distribution of r min for captured planetesimals in the three-dimensional case tends to extend to the inner part of the disk, because stronger gas drag is required for planetesimals penetrating the disk nearly vertically than the coplanar case.
LONG-LIVED PLANETOCENTERED ORBITS
In the case of typical capture orbits shown in Section 4, captured planetesimals spiral into the planet in a short timescale ( 10T pla , where T pla is the planet's orbital period). Long-lived temporary capture orbits in the prograde direction appear at very low energy (Ẽ ≃ 0). In this case, planetesimals enter the planet's Hill sphere through the vicinity of the Lagrangian points, and then they bounce back many times at the equipotential surface near the Hill sphere before escaping from it. Since the shape of the region swept by the trajectories become similar to the shape of the Hill sphere, Suetsugu et al. (2011) called this group of temporary capture orbits type-H orbits. This type of orbits appear for a narrow range of eccentricities of the initial heliocentric orbits with e H ≃ 3. Figure 7 shows distributions of the amount of dissipated energy and orbital elements at the time of permanent capture for such a case. We find that there are orbits captured at distant regions withr min ∼ 10 −2 − 10 −1 and ∆Ẽ ∼ 10 −3 − 10 −1 after multiple encounters with the planet, and we confirmed that these are type-H orbits. In this case, the planet-centered orbits have larger semi-major axes and somewhat smaller eccentricities than the typical case of capture via a single encounter (Figures 2(b) and 2(c)). Figure 8 shows orbital evolution and time variation of some quantities for this type of orbit. Since the energy is close to zero, the initial orbital behavior is similar to the type-H temporary capture orbits in the gas-free environment. Then, gas drag reduces the energy and the orbit gradually shrinks.
An important characteristic of this type of orbits is that their pericenter distance is kept larger compared to the case of typical capture by a single encounter. This allows captured bodies to avoid entering the dense part of the circumplanetary disk and survive in the disk for a longer time. . We find that those orbits with initial energy somewhat larger than the above range can also become this type of long-lived orbits owing to energy dissipation by gas drag. Figure 9 shows that planetesimals on this type of orbits can survive for a long time because they avoid entering the inner part of the disk, as in the case of prograde long-lived orbits.
Although the lifetimes of the above prograde and retrograde orbits are similar ( 10 3 T pla ), their dynamical evolutions are somewhat different. In the case of the prograde long-lived orbits (Figure 8 ), the planetesimal becomes permanently captured rather quickly because the initial energy is rather small, and the subsequent evolution before spiraling into the planet is slow. On the other hand, in the retrograde case, the larger initial energy requires a longer time of interaction with the gas before the planetesimal becomes permanently captured. The pericenter distance is kept rather large (R > 0.1) during the phase of temporary capture, which results in slow decrease of the energy. In fact, the orbit projected on thex-ỹ plane at t/T pla = 1800 seems to stay within the planet's Hill sphere, but the planetesimal still has a positive energy at this point and is not permanently captured yet. The decrease in orbital eccentricity and semi-major axis is also slow. Once the body becomes permanently captured, the orbital decay proceeds quickly owing to the strong headwind. In the three-dimensional case shown in Figure 9 , the decrease of the orbital inclination is rather slow during the evolution. The sudden increase in the eccentricity at the final stage corresponds to the change of the orbital direction that we mentioned before.
Figures 8 and 9 show that planetesimals can orbit about a planet for a long time (∼ 10 2 − 10 3 T pla , which corresponds to ∼ 10 3 − 10 4 years in the case of capture by Jupiter) under gas drag depending on the parameters. This orbital lifetime can become still longer if gradual dispersal of the circumplanetary gas disk is taken into account. In this case, some of planetesimals captured on the long-lived orbits in the gas disk could survive as irregular satellites. However, the possibility of survival most likely depends on the timing of the disk dispersal. We will investigate such an issue in detail in our separate work, where we take account of gradual dispersal of the circumplanetary gas disk (Suetsugu & Ohtsuki 2016).
ORBITAL EVOLUTION IN CIRCUMPLANETARY DISKS
Orbital Evolution and Stokes Number
As we have shown in the previous sections (e.g., Figure 5 ), planetesimals captured into retrograde orbits can change their orbital direction as approaching the planet. Here we analytically examine such orbital behavior using the Stokes number.
In terms of non-dimensional quantities, the Stokes number given by Equation (11) can be rewritten as
In the two-dimensional case, this can be simplified as
In order to analytically examine orbital evolution after capture, we assume that the orbital eccentricities of captured bodies become negligibly small quickly due to gas drag both in the prograde and retrograde cases. In this case, relative velocity between the body and the gas is given asũ ≃ ηṽ K for the prograde case, andũ ≃ 2ṽ K for the retrograde case. We have neglected the term arising from the pressure gradient in the gas disk in the retrograde case, sinceṽ K ≫ ηṽ K . Using this approximation and Equation (23), the Stokes number in the prograde and retrograde cases can be respectively given as
St retro =r γ−1 /(2ζ).
As we can see from Equation (8), η can be given as a function of the radial distance from the planet alone in the two-dimensional case. Thus, the Stokes number can also be analytically expressed as a function ofr alone under the above approximations if the disk structure is assumed. On the other hand, the actual evolution of the Stokes number for each orbit can be calculated during our orbital integration. orbit is highly elongated, with its eccentricity being close to unity (Figure 3(c) ). Then, the eccentricity and the semi-major axis decrease rather rapidly due to gas drag (the part of the red curve withr 10 −2 in Figure 10 (a)). During this stage, the pericenter distance is kept nearly constant, at a value roughly corresponding to the capture radius for prograde orbits, . The planetesimal becomes permanently captured at a radial location close to the analytically-obtained capture radius for retrograde orbits,R retro , given by Equation (21), which is shown by the vertical dotted line. The semi-major axis and eccentricity decrease due to gas drag (Figure 4(c) ), and the Stokes number also decreases gradually. Then the direction of the orbital motion changes from the retrograde to the prograde direction when St ≃ 1. After the planetesimal's eccentricity is sufficiently damped, the planetesimal continues orbital decay, and the decrease of the Stokes number follows the analytic result obtained by Equation (24). In the calculations for these typical orbits (Figures 3 and 4) , collision with the central planet is not taken into account, as we mentioned before. Thus, in Figure 10 (b), the change of the orbital direction takes place atr < 10 −3 , which is smaller than the value corresponding to the radius of Jupiter. However, such orbital behavior seems quite common in the vicinity of the planet where the nebular gas density is high (Suetsugu & Ohtsuki, in preparation) . The radial location corresponding to such a change of the orbital direction can be derived by setting St = 1 in Equation (25) as
Our numerical results show that the actual radial distance for the change of the orbital direction is somewhat smaller, and can be approximately given as
where f ∼ 2 − 3 is a correction factor. Planetesimals captured on retrograde orbits spiral into the planet keeping the retrograde orbital direction ifR turn <R p (R p is the physical size of the planet scaled by its Hill radius), while they change the orbital direction before hitting the planet ifR turn >R p . St retro (Equation (25)). The orbital direction changes when St ∼ 1; the actual location for this change depends on various factors, such as the gradual decrease of the orbital inclination and the above-mentioned oscillation of the Stokes number due to the vertical motion. As in the coplanar case, the Stokes number follows the analytic result obtained by Equation (27) after the direction of the orbit is changed and the eccentricity is sufficiently damped so that the assumption of circular orbits in the derivation of the analytic result is verified.
Orbital Decay Timescales
In Section 5, we have discussed long-lived orbits under gas drag, which may be important in relation to the origin of irregular satellites of giant planets. On the other hand, in relation to the supply of solid materials that would become building blocks of regular satellites, evolution of regular orbits in the circumplanetary gas disk is important. Here, we examine timescales of the evolution of typical prograde and retrograde orbits in the circumplanetary gas disk. As we have seen in Section 6.1, the orbits of planetesimals captured in the prograde direction become nearly circular at the radial location corresponding to the prograde capture radius, while the orbits of planetesimals captured in the retrograde direction become nearly circular prograde orbits approximately atR turn given by Equation (27). Afterwards, these planetesimals undergo gradual orbital decay on a timescale given analytically (Adachi et al. 1976 ):
In the above, v r is the planetesimal's radial velocity, T K is the orbital period for the planet-centered motion, and g ≡ St −1 can be written as
which can be expressed using the non-dimensional quantities we defined above as
In the above, we have assumed that the orbital eccentricities and inclinations of captured planetesimals are sufficiently small and usedũ = ηṽ K = η 3/r. Then, we have
Since γ = 11/4 in our model, we have τ fall /T pla ∝ ζ −1r9/4 in the limit of g ≪ 1.
If we substitute the capture radius for prograde orbits,R pro , intor in the above expression, we can estimate the timescale of orbital decay after capture in the prograde direction. Similarly, if we substitute the radial location of the change of the orbital directioñ R turn forr, we obtain the timescale of orbital decay after the retrograde orbits become prograde. Figure 11 (a) shows the plots ofR pro andR turn as a function of the gas drag parameter ζ. The radius of Jupiter is also shown by the horizontal line for comparison.
These plots show that the change of the orbital direction due to gas drag likely takes place at a radial location interior toR pro . In the regions withR turn <R J = 10 −3 (i.e., cases of planetesimals with size larger than ∼ 100m in the case of the typical surface density with
−2 ), planetesimals on retrograde orbits collide with the planet before their orbital direction is changed.
Figure 11(b) shows the orbital decay timescale τ fall atr =R pro andr =R turn , as a function of ζ. In the case of prograde orbits, the capture radius (R pro ) increases with increasing ζ, while τ fall atr =R pro decreases with increasing ζ as shown in Figure 11 (b).
With increasing ζ, the Stokes number as well as the orbital decay timescale decreases (i.e., τ fall /T pla ∝ ζ −1 ). On the other hand, with increasing capture radius, the orbital decay timescale becomes longer because captured bodies orbit in the regions with low gas density (i.e., τ fall /T pla ∝r 9/4 ). Figure 11(b) shows that the former effect is dominant over the latter effect. In the case of retrograde capture orbits, the captured body reachesR turn quickly after becoming permanently captured. In the case ofR p = 10 −3 , the change of the orbital direction takes place before hitting the planet if ζ 10 −5 (Figure 11(a) ). The timescale of orbital decay after changing the orbital direction is much shorter than the orbital decay timescale at the prograde capture radius (Figure 11(b) ), which suggests that the lifetime of planetesimals captured in retrograde orbits is much shorter than those captured in prograde orbits, even if the change of the orbital direction is taken into account. The orbital decay timescale atr =R turn increases with increasing ζ, owing to the effect of the increasingR turn with increasing ζ.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In the present work, we examined orbital characteristics of planetesimals captured by gas drag from circumplanetary gas disks. We found that the semi-major axes of planet-centered orbits of planetesimals at the time of permanent capture have an upper limit (a p r H /3), which can be explained analytically assuming that the capture takes place through energy dissipation in the vicinity of the planet. In the typical case, capture takes place when planetesimals enter the dense inner part of the disk and undergo strong gas drag, and captured bodies spiral into the planet in a short timescale. On the other hand, we found that there are certain types of orbits on which captured planetesimals can survive in the circumplanetary disk for a long time even under gas drag. We found that such long-lived orbits exist both in the prograde and retrograde cases, and they may be important in relation to the origin of irregular satellites of giant planets. However, in order for such captured bodies to become the irregular satellites we observe today, the circumplanetary gas disk needs to be dissipated before the bodies spiral into the planet.
In the present work, we assumed that the gas drag parameter does not change with time during integration of each orbit. In order to clarify the processes of the capture and survival of satellites, we will investigate capture of planetesimals by waning circumplanetary gas disks in our separate work (Suetsugu & Ohtsuki 2016 ).
On the other hand, behavior of regular orbits both in the prograde and retrograde directions is important in relation to the supply of solid materials into the circumplanetary gas disk and the formation of regular satellites. In the typical case of capture in the prograde direction, eccentricities of planet-centered orbits are quite large immediately after the capture. But captured bodies undergo strong gas drag every time they pass the pericenter, and the semi-major axes and eccentricities decrease rapidly while keeping the pericenter distance nearly unchanged. After the eccentricity becomes sufficiently small (e p 0.2), the decrease of the semi-major axis is slowed down. In the case of the capture in the retrograde direction, the initially large semi-major axes and eccentricities decrease through strong gas drag when captured bodies pass through their pericenter in the dense part of the disk.
When the eccentricity becomes smaller than ∼ 0.2, their apocenter also enter the regions with rather high gas density, resulting in rapid orbital decay. In some cases, the direction of orbits changes from the retrograde to the prograde direction due to gas drag. In the case of retrograde orbits with low inclinations the direction can change suddenly due to the strong headwind, while the change proceeds rather slowly when planetesimals are initially captured into largely inclined orbits. Such a change of the orbital direction is likely to take place when the size of planetesimals is smaller than ∼10m if the disk surface densities comparable to the so-called gas-starved disk model (Canup & Ward 2002 ) is assumed (Figure 11(a) ).
Thus, it is expected that the fraction of small planetesimals on prograde orbits increases in the vicinity of the planet.
As we have mentioned above, planetesimals have large orbital eccentricities immediately after their capture, regardless of the direction of motion. Capture of planetesimals into retrograde orbits are more likely to occur owing to the large velocity relative to the gas, but their lifetime in the circumplanetary disk is much shorter than the prograde ones. Thus, planetesimals captured into prograde orbits would be expected to accumulate in the vicinity of the planet in the circumplanetary disk. Such distribution of captured bodies would be important for the growth of regular satellites. Also, dust produced by collision between these captured bodies may also influence the evolution of the satellite systems, and may be observable around extrasolar giant planets. We will investigate the distribution of captured planetesimals in circumplanetary disks in our subsequent paper.
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